TAPOVAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
YEARLY SYLLABUS 2021-22

SUBJECT: English
Sr.No
.
1

Month

April

Class:VI
No. of
Working
Days
23

No. & Name of the
Chapter / Lesson

Content / Sub Topics

Prose:
Ch -1. Who Did
Patrick’s Homework?
Poem:
A House, A Home
S.R:
1.A Tale of Two Birds
Grammar:
1.Articles
2. Verbs
Writing:
2.Letter writing
(Informal )

1.A story to motivate students to do their
homework themselves with sincerity.
2.To understand the difference between a
house and a home.
3.The difference in the behavior of birds
because of their upbringing.
4.Introducing types of articles and their uses.
5. They will understand regular and irregular
verbs.
6.Understanding the necessary aspects of
different formats of letter writing (Formal and
Informal letter)

Activities

1. They will write about “Importance of Homework”.
2. They will write few sentences about their home.
3.Students will read the
comprehensive exercise.

story

and

solve

the

4. They will solve the exercise given in the workbook.
5.Making a tabular graphic organizer
of Verbs and its form.
6. Letter Writing task in relevance to informal letters.

2

May

5

Ch-2 (S.R)
The Friendly Mongoose

1. A message of compassionate and caring 1.Students will read the story and solve comprehensive
relationship between a pet and his keeper.
exercise.

3

June

21

Prose:
Ch-2.How the dog
found himself a new
master!
Poem:
2.The Kite
S.R:

1.Introduction of the word ‘folktale’ with the
help of given chapter.

1.”The Dog Family” activity as mentioned in textbook.

2.Student will enjoy the reading of poem with
their personal experience of flying kite.

2.Introduction of the figure of speech ‘simile’.

Grammar:
1.Sentences
2.Nouns
3.Pronouns
Writing :
Notice Writing

3. They will learn four kinds of sentences
and their uses.
4.They will learn different types of nouns
and their uses.

3. solve the worksheet and sort the four types of
sentences.
4. Making the noun from the given words by using
suffixes like ‘ness’ and ‘ity’
5. Table of pronouns and its types.

5. Types of Pronouns: Personal,
Possessive, Reflexive, Emphasizing,
Demonstrative, Interrogative, Relative,
Indefinite.

6.Practice notice writing on various topics.
Conducting speaking activity like JAM to enhance
spoken ability.

6. They will learn the format of Notice
writing and learn different notices i.e lost
and found notice
4.

July

25

Prose:
Ch-3
Taro’s Reward (chapter
:3 )
Poem:
The Quarrel
S.R:
Ch -3 (S.R) The
Shepherd’s
Treasure
Ch – 4 (S.R) The old
clock shop
Grammar:
12, 13,14, 15 Tenses
(simple and continuous)
Writing Skill:
1.Message writing

1.The story teaches us that one should
always work hard to fulfil the dreams of
parents.
2.Understanding and discussing
playful quarrel between siblings.

about

1.Encouraging students to use dictionary, to know the
difference in American and British spelling.
2. They will share their experience of quarrel with their
siblings.

3.Understanding the real treasure of life.
3. Students will read the story and solve the
4.The story teaches us that one should comprehensive exercise.
harbor goodwill towards everyone, help them
in need and peace should prevail 4. Activity based on chapter.
everywhere.
5. Solving the exercise given in ‘Workbook’ .
5.Exercises related to the various forms of
Verbs and its variations as per the change
6. They will prepare messages from telephonic talks.
in the tenses. Construction of sentences
and transformation as per tenses.
6. Understanding format of message writing
(Messages,
conveying
telephonic
conversation in absence).

5.

August

18

Prose:
1.An Indian-American
Woman in Space:
Kalpana Chawla
(chapter4)
Poem :
Beauty

Grammar :
1. Active and Passive
Voice (simple tenses)

1.A life inspiring biography on space legend
KalpanaChawla, the iconic astronaut.
2.Through this poem, students will realize
that beauty lies in the eyes of beholder.

3.Identifying voice, functions and forms of
simple tenses .Passive construction in
Simple Tenses.
4.Enable students to write paragraph to
develop writing skill

1.They will prepare a life story of “Kalpana Chawla”.
2.Discussing an applicability of the quote ‘Beauty lies in
the eyes of beholder’.

3. Solving the exercise of Active Passive Voice from
their workbook.
4.They will write paragraphs on various topics given to
them.

Writing:
Paragraph Writing
6.

September

25

Prose:
Ch-6 Who I Am?

1.To understand that each one of us is
different and good in different ways.

1.Solving the exercise given in the end of chapter on
multiple intelligence.

Poem:
The wonderful words

2.Understanding the importance of words
and language in day-to-life.

2. They will play a word game in the class.

S.R:
Ch-5 Tansen

3.A story about legendry musician in the
court of Mughal Emperor Akbar.

3.Students will search about the life and work of some
great musicians we had.

Grammar and Writing:
1.Degrees of
Comparison

4.They will learn three forms of Degrees.

4. They will solve the exercise given in the workbook.

Revision of all exercises
Revision for Mid Term
Exam
7.
.

October

15

Prose:
Ch-5.A different Kind of
School
Poem:
Where do all Teachers
go?
S.R:

1.Understanding the feelings of a blind child
and enhancing the writing skills to express
the same.
2.A poem about children for whom their
teacher is very special. Understanding the
importance of teachers in the life of students.

1.They will be told to visit a school for the blind and
observe their routine.
2.Discussing about the exercises based on their
personal experience with their teacher.

Ch-6 The Monkey and
The Crocodile
Grammar:
1.Modals
Writing:
Story Writing

3..A story from the Panchantantra about two
friends, a crocodile and a monkey which
them to choose friends wisely.

4.Preparing a chart for better understanding of modals.
4.Discussing the Modal verbs related to
Ability, possibility, permission, suggestion,
intention, etc.
5. Enable students to write story with the
help of given points

8.

November

23

December

26

5. They will write a story using the outlines given to
them.

Prose:
Ch-7.Fair play

1. They will learn the value of justice and
honesty towards duty.

Ch -8 A Game of
Chance

2. A story wherein author tries to remove the 2. The activity “who says to whom and when? To be
misconception of bad and good luck.
attempted without reffering to the text.

Poem :
Vocation
S.R:
Ch-7 The Wonder
Called Sleep

3.To enhance students attention to the
importance of every job and piece of work.
4. This chapter tells us about sleep which
recovers our body and brain from fatigue.

4. Students will collect ‘lullaby’ and sing in the class.

Grammar and writing:

5.Introducing the prepositions and its
correct usage: Preposition of time, place,
direction, movements and possession.

5. Preparing a chart for better understanding of
prepositions.

Picture Composition

6.To encourage pupils to describe the
picture in words.

6. Students will observe pictures and describe it.

Prose:
Ch-9 Desert Animals

1. Understanding the life style of animals in
desert and their survival skills.

1. They will collect the information and pictures of desert
animals and paste them in their notebook.

Poem:
What if
S.R:
Ch-9.What happened to
the Reptiles

2.Understanding the gist of the poem and the
meaning of the phrase ’what if’.

2. Students will discuss about the word ‘What if’ that they
experience in their day to day life.

3.This story narrates about the flee villager
about unfortunate condition.

3. Students will collect the pictures of reptiles and paste
in their notebook.

1.Prepositions

9.

3. They will prepare a comic and recreate the story.

1. The child will describe his/her visit to a fair.

3. They will write about their ambition in life.

4. Read the story and solve the comprehensive exercise.

Ch-10 A strange
Wrestling Match
Grammar:
Conjunctions

4. A Rajasthani folktale woven around the
idea of ‘victory brain power over muscle
power’.

6. Solving exercise of conjunctions from the workbook
for practice.

5. Explanation of Conjunctions and rules to
add them to join sentences.

9.

January

21

Prose:
Ch-10. The Banyan
Tree
S.R:
Ch-8. A Pact With the
Sun
Grammar and Writing:
22.Direct indirect
speech
Writing:
Essay writing

10

Feb &
March

22

Revision for final
exam

Name of the Teacher: Sapana Sharma

.
1.Understanding the wildlife through story
present in the textbook.
2.It is an educative story that tells us that
fresh air and sunshine are the key to sound
health.
3.Understanding the term reported speech
and reporting verb of Declarative and
Interrogative Sentences. Converting the
Sentences from direct to indirect form.

1.Students will collect the photographs of wildlife.
2.Students will discuss with their partners about their
formula for keeping good health.
3.Solving the exercises of reported speech given in
workbook to make the concept clear.
4. They will practice essay writing.

4.Understanding different kinds of essays
like narrative, argumentative and
descriptive.

5. Listening assessment.

Revision of all the exercises.

Revision of all the exercises of Grammar through Practice
sheet.

TAPOVAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
YEARLY SYLLABUS 2022-23

SUBJECT: HINDI
Sr.
No
.
1

Month

April

Class: VI
No.of
Working
Days
23

No. & Name of the
Chapter / Lesson

Content / Sub Topics

setu ib/j kosR : ik AOr kI,

pUvR k9a ke Aa2ar pr Vyakr` kayR ka punravtRn

hE AOr hE. t4a mE. AOr me. me.

krvana| Vyakri`k ibNduAo. kI pirwa8a v wedo. ke

A.tr, AnuSvar, Anunaisk,

]dahr` siht jankarI dekr ]nke bIc ke A.tr ko

nuKta,'r' kI iwNn ma5a0> |

smzana| leqn v p#n s.bi. 2t kOxl ko AaTmsat

Activities
mULya.kn p/Xno. d\vara AWyas kayR krvana|

krvana|
É- vh iciƒya jo (kaVy)
Ê- bcpn (s.Smr`)
ramay` - É- Av2purI me. ram
Ê- j.gl AOr jnkpur
Vyakr`¹- wa8a
pyaRyVaacI
leqn-

ic5 v`Rn

kaVy ke d\vara kiLpt iciƒya ke ma@ym se mnu*y

pi#t kaVy ke Aa2ar se iciƒya kI kLpna kr

ke mhTvpU`R gu`o. ko ]jagr krna|

]ska ic5 bna0>ge|

smy AOr AvS4a ke Anusar jIvn me. hote pirvtRn

hmare dex kI iviv2ta ke iv8y me. mOiqk ccaR|

se Avgt krana |
&I ram ke baLy kal AOr ]nkI lIlaAo. se Avgt

bhu ivkLpIy p/Xn pU7na v Ait l6uraTmk p/Xn

krana|

ilqvana |

wa8a t4a wa8a ke wedo. ko ]dahr` siht

irKt S4ano. kI pUitR krvana|

ilqvana|
pirwa8a v ]dahr` d\vara pyaRyvacI xBd ka AWyas

xBdo. ke pyaRyvacI ilqvana| shI ]Ttr pr gole

krana|

krvana |

ic5 se s.b.i2t Apne ivcaro. ko ilqkr p/k3

ic5 dekr ]sse s.b.i2t v`Rn krvana|

krvana|

2

May

05

Ë- nadan doSt (khanI)

[s khanI d\vara bCco. ke mn me. ]#ne valI

'mera ip/y p9I' iv8y pr Aa2airt AnuC7ed leqn|

wavnaAo. se Avgt krana\|
Vyakr`leqn-

vcn
AnuC7ed leqn

vcn kI pirwa8a v wedo. se Avgt krana|

xBdo. ke 0k vcn v bhuvcn ilqvana|

id0 g0 iv8y pr AnuC7ed leqn ilqvana|

iv8y pr Aa2airt AnuC7ed leqn krvana|

3

June

Ì - ca>d se 4oƒI sI gPpe.

21

(kivta)
Í- A9ro. ka mhTv
ramay` - Ë- do vrdan
Vyakr` -

s.)a
i¢ya

leqn¹ p5 leqn

0k nNhI. sI lƒkI kI ca>d ke s.b.2 me. kI g{

yid ko{ sUrj se gPpe lga0> to Kya hoga?

iviwNn kLpnaAo. ko p/k3 krna|

rcnaTmk leqn|

[s inb.2 d\vara A9ro. kI qoj v ]ske mhTv kI

Kya hota Agr hmare pas A9r n hote-wa8a n

ccaR krna|

hotI mOiqk ccaR|

&I ram k4a ke ANtRgt kEkeyI d\vara dxr4 se ma>ge

bhu ivkLpIy p/Xno. kI ccaR krna|

g0 vrdano. kI ccaR krna|
s.)a t4a s.)a ke wedo. ko ]dahr` siht ilqvana|

vaKyoe. me. se s.)a xBd 0v. ]ske wedoe. ke nam
btana|

pirwa8a v i¢ya ke wedo. se Avgt krana |

id0 g0 vaKyo. me. i¢ya 7a>3kr ilqna|

AnOpcairk p5 ka p/a=p smzakr iv8y se s.b.i2t

iv8y se s.b.i2t leqn kayR krvana|

AWyas krana|

4

July

25

Î - par nj_r ke (khanI)
Ï - sa4I ha4 b“ana

iv)an pr Aa2airt kaLpink k4a ijsme. roma.ckarI

Ait l6u]TtrIy p/Xno. pr Aa2airt AWyas

v ivSmy se pU`R iS4ityo. kI kLpna kI g{ hE|

puiStka|

[s gIt me. mehntkx logo. d\vara dI g{ p/er`a v

'ha4' see s.v.i2t muhavre ka A4R v vaKy p/yog|

slah se Avgt krana|
ramay` - Ì ram ka vn gmn
Vyakr` - svRnam

ram ke vn gmn kI bat sunkr pirvar ke sdSyo.

irKt S4ano. kI pUitR krna|

pr hone valI p/iti¢yaAo. kI ccaR krna|
pirwa8a v svRnam ke wedo. ko ]dahr` d\vara Sp*3

vaKyo. ka ]ict svRnam se imlan krvana|

krna|
leqn -

s.vad leqn

Api#t gd\ya.x, pd\ya.x

5

August

18

Ñ-

i3k3 0lbm (khanI)

id0 g0 iv8y pr s.vad leqn krvana|

iv8y se s.b.i2t leqn kayR krvana|

id0 g0 pd\ya.x,gd\ya.x ko p“kr p/Xno. ke ]Ttr

iv8y se s.b.i2t leqn kayR krvana|

ilqna|
khanI d\vara bCco. ke mn me. 0k dUsre ke p/it ]#e

xOk se juƒe ikSse sunna|

{*yaR t4a pXcatap ke wav se s.b.i2t 63na ka
rock pU`R v`Rn|\
ramay` Í-

ic5kU3 me. wrt

wrt kI manisk dxa, d.Dk vn me. 1i8-muinyo. kI

Î-

d.Dk vn me. ds v8R

dxa v ram d\vara kI g{ shayta ka iviwNn p/s.go.

Ait l6uTtrIy p/Xn ilqvana |

d\vara v`Rn|
Vyakr`- v`R-ivC7ed

v`R kI pirwa8a v v`R-ivC7ed ke inymo. se Avgt
krana|

leqn -

iv)apn leqn

id0 g0 iv8y pr iv)apn inmaR` krvana|

xBd dekr v`R-ivC7ed v v`R s.yojn krvana|
iviwNn ]Tpado. ka Aak8Rk iv)apn inmaR`
krvana |

6

September

25

ÉÈ-

za>sI kI ranI

kaVy ke d\vara wartIy Svt.5ta s.g/am kI jankarI,

kaVy ka ly sur ke sa4 p#n krvana |

dexp/em, vIrta, sahs jEse gu`o. se Avgt krana|

(kivta)
ramay` - Ï- sone ka ihr`

mayavI marIc kI cal,rav` d\vara sIta ka hr`

Ait l6uTtrIy p/Xn ilqvana |

se Avgt krana |
Ð-

sIta kI qoj

punravtRn
7

October

15

ÉÉ- jo deqkr wI nhI. deqte
(inbN2)
ÉÊ-

s.sar puStk hE (p5)

j3ayu d\vara sIta kI mdd v sIta kI qoj se
Avgt krana |
AWyas puiStka d\vara AWyas krvana|

s.b.i2t AWyas puiStka dekr AWyas krana|

[s inbN2 ke d\vara bCco. ko [.id/yo. ke mhTv se

[.id/yo. se 0hsas krne vale cIj_o. kI tailka

Avgt krana|

inmaR` krvana

hmare caro. Aor ibqrI hu{ p/¡it hme. bhut ku7 isqa

Anuman v kLpna ke sa4 iksI cIj_ ke inmaR`

sktI hE ijsse bƒe hokr ]se duinya janne me.

kI khanI ilqvana |

AasanI hogI [s bat se Avgt krna |
Vyakr`-

ivlom xBd

pirwa8a v ]dahr`o. d\vara ivlom xBdo. ka AWyas
krana|

leqn -

p5 leqn

AOpcairk p5 ka p/a=p smzakr iv8y se s.b.i2t
AWyas krana|

leqn -

s.vad leqn
Api#t gd\ya.x

Ait l6uTtrIy p/Xn ilqvana |

id0 g0 iv8y pr s.vad leqn krvana|
id0 g0 pd\ya.x,gd\ya.x ko p“kr p/Xno. ke ]Ttr

xBd dekr ivlom xBd ilqvana|
iv8y se s.b.i2t leqn kayR krvana|
iv8y se s.b.i2t leqn kayR krvana|
iv8y se s.b.i2t leqn kayR krvana|

ilqna|

8

November

23

ÉË-

mE. sbse 7o3I ho}>
(kivta)

kivta d\vara 0k 7o3I bCcI kI AaNtirk dxa ka

tuMharI ma> tum logo. ke il0 Kya-Kya kam

]ske bal wavnaAo. ka v`Rn krna v ma> ke p/it

krtI hE ccaR krna |

lgav ko Sp*3 krna |
ÉÌ - lokgIt (inbN2Ý

7a5o. ko lokgIt ke A4R p/kar v ivxe8taAo. se

lokgIto. ka s.g/h krvana|

Avgt krana|
ÉÍ- nOkr (inbN2)

[s pa# ke d\vara ga>2I ke Svavl.bI v &m ke p/it

0ese kamo. kI sUcI bnvana ijse 7a5 hrroj_ qud

AaS4a rqne vale gu`o. ko iviv2 ]dahr`o. d\vara

kr skte hE.|

Sp*3 krna|
Vyakr`- ivxe8`
leqn -

AnuC7ed leqn

pirwa8a v ivxe8` ke wedo. ko ]dahr` d\vara Sp*3

id0 g0 vaKyo. ka ]ict ivxe8` se imlan

krna

krvana|

id0 g0 iv8y pr AnuC7ed leqn ilqvana|

iv8y pr Aa2airt AnuC7ed leqn krvana|

9

December

26

ÉÏ- sa>s -sa>s me. ba>s
ramay`- Ñ ram AOr sug/Iv
ÉÈ l.ka me. hnuman

10

January

21

ba>s ka ]Tpadn krne vale 9e5,]sse bnne valI

ba>s se bnI dEink ]pyogI vStuAo. ke bare me.

cIj_o. se Avgt krana|

ccaR krna|

ram AOr sug/Iv kI im5ta AOr l.ka me. hnuman ka

bhuivkLpIy p/Xno. ka inmaR` krna|

p/vex se Avgt krana|

Vyakr`- vaKy

vaKy kI pirwa8a v wedo. se Avgt krana|

vaKy me. se ]d\deXy-iv2ey 7a>3kr ilqna|

leqn-

id0 g0 iv8y pr iv)apn inmaR` krvana|

iviwNn ]Tpado. ka Aak8Rk iv)apn inmaR`

l.ka kI ivjy AOr ram ke raJyiw8ek se Avgt

krvana |
bhuivkLpIy p/Xno. ka inmaR` krna|

iv)apn leqn

ramay`-ÉÉ l.ka me. ivjy
ÉÊ ram ka raJyiw8ek
Vyakr`- Axud2
\ vaKyo. ka
leqn-

krana|
id0 g0 vaKyo. me. Axud2
\ xBdo. ka s.xo2n kr

s.xo2n

ilqvana|

ic5 v`Rn

ic5 se s.b.i2t Apne ivcaro. ko ilqkr p/k3

vaKyo. ko xud2
\ krke ilqvana|
ic5 dekr ]sse s.b.i2t v`Rn krvana|

krvana|
AWyas puiStka d\vara punravtRn
punravtRn
Name of the Teacher : Mayakumari Sharma , Sumanti Pandey

11

February

22

s.b.i2t AWyas puiStka dekr AWyas krana|

TAPOVAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
YEARLY SYLLABUS 2022-23
SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS
Sr.No
.
1

2

3

5

Month

April and May

June

July

August

Class: VI

No. of
Working
Days
28

21

25

18

No. & Name of the Chapter

Content / Sub Topics

Chapter -1
Knowing our numbers

Large no.s, Indian and International system
of numeration , comparison, Estimation,
Roman numerals

Chapter-2
Whole numbers

Properties and patterns of whole numbers

Chapter-3
Playing with numbers

Factors and multiples, Odd and even Prime
and composite numbers, Divisibility test and
prime factorization, HCF and LCM

Chapter -4
Basic geometrical ideas

Point, line, ray and line segment
Curves and polygons, Angles and Circles

Chapter-5
Understanding Elementary
shapes

Draw, measure and compare segments using
ruler and compass and tracing paper , Different
types of angles, triangles and quadrilateral and
their classification

Chapter-7
Fractions

Types of fractions, number line, simplest form,
comparison, Equivalent fractions. Add & sub of
like and unlike factions

Chapter -8
Decimals

Place value, Fraction as decimals, Decimalsas
fractions, Comparison and Addition and
subtraction

Activities

Place value system
Writing the birthdate without / and _ and
presenting according to Indian and International
place value system by putting commas
appropriately.

Finding prime numbers from 1 to 100
usingthe Sieve Of Eratosthenes

Forming polygons using matchsticks

6

September

25

7

October

15

7

November

23

8

9

10

December

January

February

26

21

23

Name of the Teacher : Alka Rustagi

REVISION OF MID TERM
EXAM
Chapter -9
Data Handling

Chapter-6
Integers

Organization and Interpretation of data.
Arranging data using Tally Marks.
Interpretation and drawing of a pictograph
and a bar graph

Collecting and representing data
Using pictograph or bar-graph.

Introduction of negative and positive numbers
Number line presentation, comparison,
addition, subtraction and simplification

Addition and subtraction of integers using
stickers or bindis of two different shades

Chapter-10
Mensuration
Chapter-11
Algebra

Perimeter and area of regular and
irregular- shapes
Use of variables in geometry and arithmetic,
expressions to statement and statement to
expression and Solving equations

Area of a leaf on a grid paper by counting
squares.

Chapter-13
Symmetry

Figures with one, two three and multiple lines
of symmetry. Reflection and symmetry
Perimeter and area of regular shapes

Exhibiting symmetry by making a design
using ink blots and Lines of symmetry using
paper folding activity

Chapter-12
Ratio and proportion

Understand that ratio is a comparison
between two quantities, and Proportion as
equality of two ratios

Chapter-14
Practical geometry

Construction of a circle, perpendicular and
perpendicular bisectors, angles, angle
bisector and angles of special measures

Revision of Annual exam

TAPOVAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
YEARLY SYLLABUS 2022-23

SUBJECT: SCIENCE
Sr.
No.

Month

Class:VI

No.of
Working
Days

1

April

23

2

May

5

3

June

21

4

July

25

5

August

18

6

September

25

7

October

15

No. & Name of the
Chapter

Content / Sub Topics

Activities

1. Food: where
does it come
from?
2. Component of
food
2. Component of
food
3. Fibre to fabric
4. Sorting
materials into
group.
5. Separation of
substances.
7. Getting to know
plants.
8. Body
movement

Plant parts and animal products as sources of food; types of food Germination of seed.
habits of animals, examples of food from different parts of plants.
Nutrients and its types, balance diet and its significance,
Diseases and disabilities due to food deficiencies

14. Air around us.

Different composition of air, presence of air in water and in soil, Making of firki.
uses of air.
Importance of water, presence of water vapour in air, how clouds To show that air is present in soil.
are formed, water cycle, rain water harvesting.

15. Water

Revision
9. Living
organisms and
their
surroundings.
10. Motion and
Measurement
of distances.

Non fire cooking.
Different types of clothing materials. Plant fibres: cotton, jute
Processing of fibres to fabrics.
Grouping materials on the basis of common properties.

Making weaving mat.
Collecting and grouping materials
on the basis of gross properties
e.g.lustre,transparency, roughness.
Importance of separation,different types of separation, how salt Separating peels of groundnuts by
is obtained from saline water.
winnowing, making of solution.
Parts of plants and its functions, morphological structure of root, Leaves impression, observation of
leaves and flower.
venation.
Structure and functions of various joints in body, human skeletal Model examination of human
and movements of animal eg: earthworm, snail, cockroach, bird skeleton.

Revision
Habitat and its types, components of habitat, adaptation and
acclimatization, adaptation of animals and plants.
Measurement of curve line.
Different types of ancient units, conversion of units, different
types of motion and their examples.

8

November

23

9

December

26

10

January

21

11

February

22

11. Light shadow
and reflection.
12. Electricity and
circuit.
13. Fun with
magnet.

16. Garbage in
garbage out.
Revision/Exam

Name of the Teacher: Ms. Banti Solanki

Luminous and non-luminous objects, how shadow are formed, Making of pinhole camera.
reflection and pinhole camera.
Cell and its terminals, bulb and its parts, types of circuits,
conductor and insulator.
History of magnet, magnet and its poles, properties of magnet.
Observation of different types of
Making of magnet, compass, caring of magnet and its uses.
magnet and compass.
Landfill, types of garbage, compost and vermicomposting. Debate on plastic: boon or curse.
whether plastic useful or harmful to us
REVISION

TAPOVAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
YEARLY SYLLABUS 2022-23

SUBJECT: SOCIAL SCIENCE
Sr.No.
1

2

Month
April
May

June

` Class: VI

Working
Days

No. & Name of the Chapter /
Lesson

Content / Sub Topics

28

Chapter – 2.
From Hunting-Gathering to Growing
Food.

Appreciation of the skills of early man in
the making of different tools.

Draw the ‘Cave Painting’ of the early age.

Chapter – 1.
The Earth in the Solar System.

Understanding of Satellites, Asteroids,
Meteoroids, Galaxy.

Make a beautiful collage of stars, planets,
satellites etc.

Chapter – 1.
Understanding Diversity.

Understanding of features of Diversity in
India.

Chapter – 2.
Globe: Latitudes and Longitudes.

Learning more about IST, calculation of
time prevalent in a place.

Draw a diagram of the globe showing the
important lines of latitudes and heat zones.

Role of government in our life. Levels of
government. Types of government.
Laws and government.

Make a flow chart about types of Govt.,
organs of Govt. and levels of Govt.

Acquiring of in depth knowledge of :
Architecture and living styles of people
in Harappan Civilisation

Case study of Harappan cities and
civilization.

Chapter – 3.
Motions of the Earth

Understanding of motions of the Earth
Rotation, Revolution.

Draw a diagram to show the revolution of the
earth and the sun and the four seasons and
label the different positions of the earth.

Chapter – 4.
Key Elements of a Democratic
Government.

Understanding of how elections are
conducted, Eligibility of voters,
Importance of elections, Agencies for
formulation of Public Opinion.

21

Chapter – 3
What is Government?
Chapter – 3
In the Earliest Cities.

3

July

25

Activities

4

August

18

5

September

25

6

October

15

Chapter – 4.
Maps.

Acquaintance with terms like Standard
Scale, Directions, Symbols and learning
to make maps.

Draw the conventional symbols.

Chapter – 4
Books and Burials Tell Us

Expansion of Aryans, Vedic Age and
Composition of Four Vedas.

Make a collage of ancient holy books.

Revision

Chapter – 5.
Panchayati Raj.

The role of Gram Sabha, Gram
Panchayat,three levels of Panchayat.

Find out about the watershed development
and how it benefits an area.

Chapter – 5.
Major Domains of the Earth.

Understanding of the concepts like
Lithosphere, Atmosphere, Hydrosphere,
Biosphere.

Draw a diagram of domains of the earth

Students will know terms like
Janapadas, Mahajanapadas, Republic
System.

On the outline map of India, indicate the
important ancient centres of Jainism and
Buddhism.

About Buddhism and Jainism.

Find out more about men and women who
renounce the world today. Where do they
live. What kinds of clothes do they wear.
What do they eat? Why do they renounce the
world?

Chapter – 5
Kingdoms, Kings and an Early
Republic.

7

November

23

Chapter-6
New Questions and Ideas.
Chapter – 7.
Ashoka, The Emperor Who Gave Up
War.

The expansion of the empire.
Ashoka and Administration.

Chapter – 6
Major Landforms of the Earth

Major relief features of the earth.

Map work.

Draw the diagrams of different types of
mountains.

8

December

26

Chapter – 9
Traders, Kings and Pilgrims.

Chapter-7
Our Country - India

The distance lands.
Conquerors from distant lands.
The spread of Buddhism.
The beginning of Bhakti.

On the outline map of India, mark and label
the kingdoms of Cholas, Cheras and
Pandyas.

Physical and Political India
Political and Physical map of India.

9

January

10

February

11

March

21

22

Name of Teacher: Apal Patel

Chapter – 6.
Rural Administration.

Focus on the land dispute and show the
role of local police and patwari.
Land records and new inheritance law.

Visit the website www.panchayat.nic.in to
learn more about panchayati raj system.

Chapter – 8
India: Climate, Vegetation and
Wildlife.

Climate, Natural Vegetation and wildlife,
need for their conservation.

Collect the newspaper cutting related to the
natural vegetation and wild life.

Chapter – 7
Urban Administration

Municipal corporation elections,
decision making structure.
The work of municipal corporation.
A community protest to get their
grievances.

Group discussion on e-governance is the
future of urban local government in India.

Revision
Revision

TAPOVAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
YEARLY SYLLABUS 2022-23

SUBJECT: GUJARATI
Sr.No
.
1

Month

April

`Class:VI

No.of
Working
Days
23

No. & Name of the Chapter /
Lesson

May

5

સ્વર,વ્યંજન, બારખડીન ં ઉચ્ચારણ

વવદ્યાર્થીઓ સ્વર, વ્યંજન, અને બારખડીન ં

(પાઠ)

ખચત્રવણણન, વાર્ાણ અને ગીર્

બાળકો ખચત્રવણણન કરર્ાં શીખે.

૧. ખખસ્સામાં પહેલવાન? હા!

સંવાદલેખન

બાળકો વગણખડં માં સંવાદલેખન કરે .

૧. ખખસ્સામાં પહેલવાન? હા!

દાંર્ વવશે સમજ ર્ેમજ અઘરા શબ્દોના

વવદ્યાર્થીઓ અઘરા શબ્દો પરર્થી વાક્યો બનાવે.

૨. ર્ેને ર્ે ઊગશે?

વાર્ાણ અને ગીર્

સમાનર્ા અને ર્ફાવર્ દશાણવર્ી પ્રવ ૃવર્.

(પાઠ)
3

June

21

(પાઠ)
4

July

25

૨. ર્ેને ર્ે ઊગશે?
(પાઠ)

5

August

18

Activities

સ્વર,વ્યંજન, બારખડી

૧. ખખસ્સામાં પહેલવાન? હા!
2

Content / Sub Topics

3. શંખલાની બહેન છીપલી
(પાઠ)

અર્થણ

ખચત્રવણણન

ર્હેવારોન ં જ્ઞાન

રક્ષાબંધન વવશે સમજ

ઉચ્ચારણ કરે .

બાળકો ખચત્રવણણન કરે .

બાળકો વગણખડં માં ર્હેવારો વવશે વવશેષ માહહર્ી
મેળવી ચચાણ કરે .

શબ્દસમ ૂહ

6

September

25

3. શંખલાની બહેન છીપલી
(પાઠ)

ઉચ્ચારણ વવષયક સજ્જર્ા : ‘સ’ અને ‘શ’
પનરાવર્ણન

બાળકો વગણખડં માં ‘સ’ અને ‘શ’ ન ં ઉચ્ચારણ કરે .

7

October

15
૪. વસિંહ ઘ ૂઘવે બકરો ભાગે

(પાઠ)

8

November

23

૪. વસિંહ ઘ ૂઘવે બકરો ભાગે

(પાઠ)
9

December

26

January

21

સાચી જોડણી, સંવાદલેખન

દહરયા વવશે સમજ
ખચત્રવણણન

વાર્ાણ આધાહરર્ પ્રવ ૃવર્

બાળકો વગણખડં માં દહરયા વવશે ચાર-પાંચ વાક્યો
બોલે.

૫.પવન ખખજાય ર્ો ગોળ ઝાપટો

વાર્ાણ અને ગીર્

૫.પવન ખખજાય ર્ો ગોળ ઝાપટો

ઉખાણાંની સમજ

બાળકો વગણખડં માં ઉખાણાના જવાબ બોલે.

સમાનાર્થી શબ્દો

પ્રવ ૃવર્

(પાઠ)
10

વાર્ાણ અને ગીર્

રૂહિપ્રયોગ

પ્રવ ૃવર્

(પાઠ)
11

February

22

૫.પવન ખખજાય ર્ો ગોળ ઝાપટો
(પાઠ)

પનરાવર્ણન
12

March

11

Name of the Teacher :Ms.Dhruti Vyas

પનરાવર્ણન કરવ ં

TAPOVAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
YEARLY SYLLABUS 2022-23
SUBJECT: COMPUTER

Sr.No

1

Class: VI

Month

Working
Days

April

23
Ch-1 Computer languages

2

3

4

5

6

May

June

July

August

September

5

21

25

18

25

Content / Sub Topics

No. & Name of the Chapter

Ch-2 More on window 10

Ch-3 Enhancing a presentation

Ch-4 Microsoft Excel 2016

Ch-5 Formulas & Functions

Activities

•
•
•
•

Machine language
Assembly language
High level language
Fourth generation language

To know features of computer, its
generations and ideas of machine,
assembly, high level languages.

•
•
•
•

New features of window 10
Creating a new desktop
Utilities of window 10
Working with the control panel

To learn different features of control
panel, to learn uses of window properly.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Applying animation effects
Adding transition effects
Inserting video clips
Action buttons
Importing data from word
Sharing presentation online

To create slides with different themes,
objects and to learn how to apply an
animation & share it

•
•
•
•
•

Introduction
Selecting cell
Entering numbers as text
Changing cell contents
Undo & redo, copying & moving
data features
Inserting, deleting row & columns
Auto fill
Working with formula
Types of cell references
Renaming a worksheet
Changing colour of a sheet tab
Function library

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Practical’s of window features.

To create worksheet with numbers and
calculate it and to apply auto fill function.
To use different operators and do sorting
of data.
Make a custom list of data and change row
height, column width.

7

8

9

October

15

November

23

December

January

21

11

February

22

What is animate?
How to start animate?
The animate workspace
Tools panel
Frame by frame technique
Create a Symbols
Types of animation

Ch- 8 Introducing python

•
•
•
•
•

Introduction
Installing python
Components of python
Variables & data types in python
Input () function

Ch-9 Internet services

•
•
•
•
•

History
Internet services
WWW
Video conferencing, chatting
Instant message, e-learning,
e-banking

Ch-6 Log on to animate CC

Ch-7 Working with animate CC

26

10

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Name of the Teacher: Ms. Divya Patel

Revision for final exam

To create file in flash using different tools.
To create timeline panel and animation of
the objects.
To create flash files with animations.

To create basic python programs.

To know about internet services and
search engines (like Google)

